Abstract-The statistical properties of support vector machines (SVMs) for non-separable problems are studied. SVMs with hard margins are not always solvable for non-separable problems. Introducing soft margin alleviates this difficulty, but SVMs still fail to successfully solve these problems for heavily overlapped data. From the practical viewpoint, increasing the velocity of a soft margin depending of the number of examples is a way to adapt to increasing data generated from an identity distribution. However, systematic control of soft margin from the theoretical viewpoint is in development.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the mid 1990s, support vector machines (SVMs) have been successfully used as a powerful classification method in the field of patter recognition [1] . SVMs have good generalization ability mainly because the original idea of the algorithm is margin-maximization, which focuses on examples near the separating hyperplane. These examples are called support vectors and play an important role from both the practical and theoretical viewpoint; for example, we can see the contribution of each input space by checking the weights of the support vectors. An SVM also has advantages from a mathematical viewpoint. When the underlying data distributions fit the conditions of the SVM, it solves a quadratic programming problem and finds a unique solution.
Classification problems ordinarily have two kinds of difficulty that have been tackled by many researchers, namely nonlinearity of hyperplanes and overlap of generic distributions. These two problems are not entirely different from a geometric perspective. For the non-linearity, SVMs map input vectors to higher-dimensional spaces by using generalized linear functions in the same mannar as conventional neural networks. An equivalent technique called the kernel method is used depending on the model assumed by each application. On the other hand, soft-margins are introduced in SVMs so that noise or outliers can invade the separating hyperplane. Soft margins use slack variables for margin-constraint violation.
The theoretical background for the generalization ability of SVMs is presented mainly in a framework of probably approximately correct (PAC) learning [1] , [2] , [3] where the complexity of a learning-machine class called the VC dimension plays an important role [4] . Another criterion for measuring the generalization ability is the average generalization error [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] called a learning curve. Studies of learning curves for kernel methods, including SVMs, are still being developed both from a statistical mechanical approach [11] , [12] , [13] and an asymptotic statistical approach [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In previous works [17] , [21] , the learning curves for various SVMs are theoretically derived. The SVMs analyzed are: hard-margin SVMs, soft-margin SVMs and SVMs with any type of forgetting factors. Model problems inspired by the concept called "lifting up" were analyzed in terms of expected generalization error. The main flaw of the previous research is that the assumed data distributions are all linearly separable both for hard-margin's and soft-margin. The concept of a soft margin was originally introduced for overlapped distributions, so that the model problems should contain some overlap or noise. [18] proposed an extended version of ν-SVMs that solves the quadratic programming problem even when the overlap is larger than the soft margin . In this case, the cost function of quadratic programming is no longer convex but multimodal. Hence, this extended version introduces the concept of a "negative margin," in contrast to the normal margin, and solves additional optimization problems. In some cases this approach yields better results than the previous adaptive approach to the non-separable issue. Controlling the velocity of soft margin is another approach and much easier than the negative-margin approach. However, to control the soft margin, we have to assume some specific generative distributions on the classes. In this study, overlapped distributions are analyzed in terms of the probability that an SVM cannot solve the problem, which we call the "probability of SVM failure".
The rest of the paper is organazed as follows. In Section II, the basis of SVMs and ν-SVMs are described with the geometrical concept of "lifting up" that makes the analysis of SVMs possible. In Section III, a model problem with overlapped distributions is formulated to analyze SVMs statistically. Those familiar with [21] , [17] should continue immediately to Section IV, where the probability of SVM failure for overlapped distributions is analyzed both hardmargin and soft-margin. In Section V, we give a conclusion of this work.
II. GEOMETRY OF SVMS
In this section, the original SVM and ν-SVMs are formulated and the concept "lifting up" is introduced to investigate the geometrical meaning of SVMs.
A. hard-margin SVMs and ν-SVMs
Although an SVM maps input vectors non-linearly to the corresponding feature vectors, we regard the feature vectors as the input vectors and consider a homogeneous linear dichotomy called a Perceptron whose separating function is represented by w ′ x, where ′ denotes the transpose. Note that an inhomogeneous linear dichotomy whose separating function is represented by w ′ x + b is easily transformed to a homogeneous linear dichotomyw
, which is referred to as "lifting up" -the inhomogeneous hyperplane is lifted up to a homogeneous plane.
Let us examine the property of lifting up with a simple example. Suppose a set F N of N examples (x n , y n ), n = 1, 2, · · · , N, is given where x n denote the locations of examples and y n ∈ {−1, 1} denote the class labels. An example with y n = 1 or y n = −1 is called a positive or negative example, respectively. Then, Fig. 1-3 describe lifting up with the examples x,x, and f . The "margin" of the separating hyperplane denoted by w is defined as the minimum distance between the examples and the hyperplane, and is expressed as min n w ′ f n /||w||, where f n = y n x n . Note that introducing f n can be regarded as making all the examples positive (Fig. 3) . The problem of findingŵ that maximizes the margin is equivalent to the following optimization problem with the restriction of linear inequalities,
If the given examples are linearly separable, so that there exists a hyperplane that separates the examples correctly, problem (1) can be solved properly. This problem can be rewritten equivalently as
using the Lagrangian multipliers
Hence, by differentiating L(w, α) by w and α, the conditions are derived under which w is a saddle point of L(w, α):
This means that the solution of the problem (1) is of the form
and, in addition, problem (1) is equivalent to
which is a quadratic programming problem with linear constraints. This is called the dual problem of (1). The meaning of considering dual problems can be understood more clearly if we consider the rather general problem
This is equivalent to what is called the ν-SVM [19] , without soft margins. It is obvious that this problem reduces to (1) for β = 0. Also, in this case, the dual problem of the ν-SVM may be expressed as
From a geometrical point of view, (8) means that the solution w is the point in the convex hull of F N nearest the originm, where F N is the set of vectors f n , n = 1, · · · , N . Note that [20] has considered two convex hulls in an affine space that consist of positive and negative examples, whereas we consider only a single convex hull of all the given examples. The left figure of Fig. 4 shows the convex hull of the hardmargin example from Fig. 3 . The optimization problem of the SVM is equivalent to finding w * perpendicular to the separating hyperplane and nearest to the origin.
B. soft-margin's SVMs and ν-SVMs
When the example set F N is not linearly separable, the margin cannot be positive and soŵ is not properly found. This leads to the optimal α diverging in (6) and the optimal w being 0 in (7) and (8) . Hence, the SVMs do not work properly in this situation. To cope with this limitation, slack variables ξ n , n = 1, · · · , N are introduced to allow the margin constraints to be violated in the following way:
where C is a given constant and ξ = (ξ 1 , · · · , ξ n ) ′ . The ν-SVM with soft margins is formulated in the same way as in the hard-margin case:
Note that this is of a slightly different form to the original ν-SVM introduced by Schölkopf et al. [19] . However, the equivalence can easily be proved considering 1/ν = CN . The dual problem of (10) may be written as
This means thatŵ has the same form as (8) but has different constraints, 0 ≤ α n ≤ C, which represent the so-called reduced convex hull introduced in [20] . The reason why the formulation is different to the original is that the dual problem can be written simply in this way. The right-hand side of Fig. 4 shows an example of a reduced convex hull. This geometical insight allows us to consider only the point in the reduced convex hull nearest to the origin.
III. MODEL PROBLEM AND SVM FAILURE
The example shown in Fig. 3 tells us that the generalization error of SVMs can be found by investigating only the support vectors. With this observation, we consider the model problem shown in Fig. 5 (one-dimensional) and Fig.  6 (two-dimensional) . The examples f i are distributed in the upper semi-hypersphere with the positive class on the righthand side and the negative class on the left-hand side. The examples nearest the "bottom" are the support vectors in the hard-margin case and the angles of support vectors are defined as θ L and θ R . The generalization error is denoted by ||θ ϵ || Fig.  6 depicts the problem in the two-dimensional case. Also in the two-dimensional case, the generalization error is found by investigating the statistical property of ||θ ϵ || as shown in Fig. 6 since the actual size of incorrectly predicted area is scaled by some constants. However, in the rest of this paper, we consider only the one-dimensional case; that is, the problem shown in Fig. 5 . Now let us consider an overlapped model problem. With a little overlap of magnitude σ, the model problem is changed into the one shown in Fig. 7 . The "noise" exists in the negative part of the problem, which leads to the SVM failing to find the solution. In the case of an SVM with a hard margin, the solution can not be properly found when θ L + θ R > 2σ. An SVM with soft margin also fails when the size of the overlap exceeds the acceptance amount of the soft margin, but the derivation is not as straightforward as in the case of a hard-margin since there are several support vectors and the number of them is not immediately clear. Also, detection of SVM failure for ν-SVMs is different from for the original SVMs since the Lagrangian coefficients α i are now bounded below 1. Hence, the α i do not diverge and the optimization process converges to some multimodal cost function. In this study, we used the ratio between the primal and dual solution to detect whether the SVM is properly solved or not since the two solutions are identical when the SVM and the class distributions are correctly set. Note that the KKT(KarushKahn-Tucker) condition can not be used for this purpose because it is a necessary condition for optimality.
IV. PROBABILITY OF SVM FAILURE
This section is devoted to derive the probability of SVM failure in various settings. First, the distribution of support vectors is examined and the probability of SVM failure is then derived both for both hard-margin and soft-margin. Some theories below are described more in detail in [21] .
A. Hard-margin case
In the hard-margin's case, the number of support vectors is always two, which makes the problem simple. From the fact that each example is generated from the uniform distribution with density 1/π(1 + 2σ), the distribution of the left-side support vector may be written as:
Next, the distribution of
Using equations (12) and (13), the joint distribution of θ L and θ R is calculated as
Then, we define the probability of SVM failure as the cu-
When σ = 0, the problem is reduced to the linearly separable case and p s (σ) = 0.
is actually a function of θ and N .
To ensure the accuracy of the theory, some computer simulations are carried out for various σ. As was written in Section IV, whether an SVM is properly solved or not is validated in this one-dimensional case by checking the ratio of the primal and dual solutions. The computational environment is:"Windows7" and "R" -a statistical computing software with the "kernlab" library [22] , which is slightly modified to check the ratio between the primal and dual solutions. For each set of examples, 5000 episodes were run and each mean was Figure 8 shows the result of p f (σ) for σ = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.10. The theoretical figures and experimental results match well for all of these values. As σ increases, in other words, as the underlying distribution becomes noisy and p f (σ) approaches one faster. Actually, the distribution of θ L + θ R is a gamma distribution since both θ L and θ R are gamma distributions and gamma distributions have the reproductive property.
B. Soft-margin Case
There is no controllable way to reduce p s (σ) in the hardmargin case since (15) includes nothing but the predefined σ and the number of data N . In contrast, we will show that the soft margin modifies (15) and enables us to control p s (σ) dependent on N .
Learning curves for the soft-margin SVMs for onedimensional problem can be calculated by observing the problem from a geometrical view point. When N is sufficiently large, the numbers of support vectors on the right and left-hand sides are equal. For simplicity, C is restricted to 1/M, M ∈ 2N. Then, the angles of support vectors on the left-hand side S L are {η i ; η i < η j , ∀η j / ∈ S L } measured from the x-axis where S L denotes the group of left side support vectors. In other words, the support vectors in the soft-margin SVM is the "smallest group" for all the examples. These support vectors are denoted as
) since the number of support vectors on each side is M/2. Here we introduce the concept of a "pseudo support vector", which is equivalent to a support vector in the hard-margin case. Pseudo support vectors are again denoted as θ L and θ R . The angle of the pseudo support vector θ L is expressed as the weighted sum of the in-between angles of the support vectors:
where θ i = η i+1 − η i defined in Figure 9 . Then, the density
. (17) In the following, we use an approximation to the joint distribution of θ L and θ R :
although θ L and θ R are assumed to be generated from the same example set. With this approximation, the probability of θ R is almost the same as for (19) :
.
The probability of SVM failure can be calculated as:
where a, b are arbitrary real numbers.
As for the integral of θ R ,
In the process of integrating (21) with respect to θ L , we have to separately calculate the formula in the cases i = j and 
In the above derivation process, we use the trivial approximation N/(N − 1) ≃ 1 to keep the formula simple. Note that equation (23) is symmetric with respect to i and j since i and j correspond to θ L and θ R respectively. The final probability of SVM failure is p f (σ) = p f (σ; i ̸ = j) + p f (σ; i = j). Note that the shape of the curves is similar to that of the cumulative function of distributions such as the gamma or beta distribution. This is because the angle of each support vector follows what is called a "rank statistic" whose distribution is beta distribution when the class distribution is uniform. Some computer simulations are carried out to validate the theory. Figure 10 shows the probability of SVM failure for different choices of σ, whereas Fig. 11 show it for different M = 1/C. The larger σ and M become, the faster the probability of SVM failure approaches 1.
V. CONCLUSION
The probability of SVM failure is derived for various noise and soft-margin settings. An idealized noisy model problem is defined to investigate the distribution of support vectors. The distribution in the hard-margin case is a gamma distribution. The pseudo support vectors in the soft-margin case are summations of support vectors, which are rank statistics with beta distributions. Our approach aims to control the magnitude of soft margins systematically especially when the number of examples increases. Further experiments in higher dimensional cases are needed to confirm the validity of the theory.
